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AI is everywhere now

Ask ChatGPT, Bard or Copilot on simple things, and it 

will come up with an answer.
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Artificial Intelligence
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What is Artificial Intelligence?

Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to computer systems capable of 
performing complex tasks that historically only a human could 
do, such as reasoning, making decisions, or solving problems.

AI encompasses a wide variety of technologies, 
including machine learning, deep learning, and natural 
language processing
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AI evolution

Narrow AI

Single task

• Algorithm 
based

• Machine 
learning

• Deep learning

• Can outperform 
humans in 
specialized 
area

Generative AI

Create new 
content

• Natural 
language

• Data 
generation
(Picture, Video, 
Music, …)

General AI

Replicate human 
Intelligence

• Context aware 
learning

• Human-like 
abilities

Super AI

More advanced 
general AI

• Cognitive 
abilities beyond 
humans

• Impact on 
society, ethics

• Impact on 
Control
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What is AI now

AI usually presents itself as: 

Systems that analyze information, like image detection systems.

Systems that solve a problem, like find an optimal routing (without using 

brute force) or play chess.

Systems with natural language interfaces that help find information. 

Systems that generate content like images, music, …



AI is not …
yet..
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How does AI work?

Machine learning is concerned statistical algorithms that can 

learn from data and generalize to unseen data, and thus perform 

tasks without explicit instructions.

Deep learning is a form of machine learning which uses 

artificial neural networks to process information and thus find 

inferences or results. 
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Issues with AI

"All models are wrong, but some are useful“ 

- George Box, 1976

• Data quality

• Traceability of the information

• Are you at the edge of the model?
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Summary

AI strives to mimic human intelligence.

AI uses data to learn.
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AI in EDA tools
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Areas where AI is already applied

Design optimization,

Verification,

Synthesis,

Component selection,

Component placement, 

Calculating optimal values,

Reducing power consumption, performance and/or area

Predicting complex circuit behaviour

Identify design errors

...
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Current forms

Assist Chat-based tools with a natural language 
interface, that can assist in operating the tool, 
in giving ideas, point to the right information 
(datasheets), suggest components, etc. 

Generation Generate testbenches. Design retargeting.
Optimize for power, performance, area, etc.
Generate powerplanes, component placement. 
Testpattern generation

Analyse Identify issues, e.g. through waveform 
analysis, DRCs etc
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AI in current EDA tools
PCB design

• Flux AI – Adds Copilot to the design tool. Helps in selecting parts, getting 

information on the parts, determine values, how to connect.
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AI in current EDA tools
PCB design

• Cadence Allegro X AI - Automates component placement, power plane 

creation, and routing critical nets.
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AI in current EDA Tools
Chip design

• Synopsys.ai Copilot – Chat-like assistant that can work as an experienced co-

worker. Explanations, advice, etc.

• Siemens Solido – IC verification. Promises to accelerate IC verification. It 

promises to do a complete verification without doing full-force

• Synopsys DSO.ai – Autonomous optimization of power, performance and area

• Cadence Cerebrus – optimization methods for power, performance and area.

• The Cadence Verisium Verification Platform – Uses algorithms that leverage 

big data and generative AI across multiple runs of multiple engines The Verisium

platform optimizes verification workloads, boosts coverage, and accelerates root 

cause analysis of bugs.
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AI in current EDA tools
FPGA design

• Xilinx Vivado ML – Uses AI to Optimize/Route. E.g. 

Intelligent design runs to improve timing closure.

Mainly the FPGA tools 

are helping to reduce 

the effort to create AI 

powered designs 

(e.g. Intel FPGA AI).
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AI in current EDA tools
Multiphysics

Uses AI to 

• Help in setting up simulations

• Optimize simulation approaches. 

• Optimize design space exploration.

E.g.

• Cadence Celsius

• Ansys AI+, Ansys ChatGPT
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What does it mean for CAD environment

AI usually means … lots of data to process

• More memory

• More compute power needed

• Continuous connection to the internet
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What does it mean for CAD environment

Not just on a single machine. Usually, larger server 

installations needed. 

(Unless PCs get more AI processing capabilities on board)

Tools will need a connection to cloud computing, or 

move to the cloud altogether. 

- Complex environments.

- What happens to your data?
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Future
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Will it become really creative?

The really creative part like the circuit design is much 

more challenging.

One reason is that the data is probably the Achilles 

heel. IP protection is blocking this:

Who will deliver the high-grade designs to get it trained 

on?
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Data is an issue
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Future developments

More and more generative capabilities will emerge; 

more design tasks can be automated.

This leads to higher level of design. 

=> The actual tasks the designer will change, so we 

can probably handle larger designs.
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So “Will the Electronics Designer be Electronic?”

No. It will change, but electronics 

designers will not become obsolete

“AI will never take over the design process, but it has become a critical 

capability that helps design teams get the job done and focus on 

higher-value functions that help their employer succeed in the 

market.”  

Karl Freund Jun 13, 2023
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